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Calling U
Thursday, March 13
UNM Graduate Student Colloquium; Combinational Graph Theory; a :30; Mitchell
Hall 211.
Economics department seminar: .. jThe
Economics of Water Resources Develop-

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

ment in Isro.eJI': Mesa Vista Hall 2122;
10:30 a.m.

Lecture by Dr. T. F. Lovering: "Hydrothermal Alteration Related to Ore De-

posita;" Geology 116; 9 :SO a.m.

United Mexican-Ame!ican Students film;

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. U ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word ad the mln.lmum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons prc!erably or maiL
Classified Adv~rtising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

~·.

I

I

1)

PERSONALS

FEMALE ROOMATE needed-UNM student. 131 Harvard SE, Apt. 3, at homo
5:30·7 p.m.
WOULD THE PERSON who submitted
an etching to the Thunderbird please get
in tnuch with the Thunderbird editor
"" soon "" possible. This ls urgent. Rm.
158, J oumalism Bldg.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Clooe to campus.
Graduate student pre!erred. Call842-1918.

2)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFERED $20.00. ·Lost 1 yr.
old Collie-Shepherd cross black &: gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877-6581.
REWARD $20,00 lost brown &: white basset mix 5 mo. old female dog. 842-1319.

3)

SERVICES

TYPING done In my home. An work
guaranteed. Close to University. 265-4990.
WE BEAT DEAD LIONS I We al!o beat
dead lines. Typing in 5 colors and S type
styles; plus technical, French, and mathematical symbols: plus CDC and IBM
optlcal scanning type styles. Call TalenType: 842-8014, evenings.
TYPING-Re&~~onabl..-can M1117 Ann344-8767.

4)

Tony Olmi, a member of the Finance Committee, said Pickel is
presently expected to account for
the receipts and records of his
expenditures after this year's
Fiesta.
Olmi said this is a "delaying
tactic," since by the time Pickel
would have turned in the information, graduation would have
passed and the incident would be
closed.
Steve van Dresser said an injunction was filed by Romero asking Pickel to produce the receipts
and records for use in the Student Court.
The information called for was
misplaced in transit between Romero and the Student Court, van
Dresser said.
He said that it is the responsibility of the Associated Students
to bring charges against Pickel,
and independent action could be
taken, possibly in civil courts, if
the Student Court did not take
action.
A closed session was held for
the last five minutes of the meeting. Van Dresser said a rumor
concerning Fiesta was discussed.
This was the third consecutive
closed session on Fiesta that the
Finance Committee .has held.

,.Decision at Delano~-" about Callfornia
grape strike; Newman Ce'nter; 7: SO p.m.
·u.M.~S. invites all Chicanos.
La Societe du Cinema; ''The Pawnbroker;,. Union ballroom; 7 p.m.: 75i cents
or by subscription.
New Mexico Resistance presenting film,
"The Catonsville 9..; 1:00 }lJn. in the
Unio!'l .Theatre.
Friday. March 14
''The News Left; .. ·with Frank Marquest
and Jim Kennedy; oyer KUNM; 8:30 p.m.
Tickets go on Bale for drama. department's
''Volpone; .. Rodey theatre box: office (open
2:30-5:30).
''Man About Campus'" interview with
Leslie Hunter, PEMM; KUNM; 2:40 p.m.
and 8 :40 p.m.
nThe New Folk"" singing group P~
formance: 8:15 p.m.; POPe.ioy Hall; tickets
$1 for students.
Saturday, March 15
''Saturday Happening;'' featuring the
Windstormers, the Pacesetters. and Barbara
Leverton; Union ballroom; 'l :30 p.m .. ; adMission $1.
Dance sponsored by Youth Albuquerque
Association for Retnrded Children; bands
Hooterville Trolley and V erticle J onrney;
Newman Center; 8-11 p.m.; ~1.
Sunday, March''l6
Lecture by James Farmer: Johnson Gym;
8 p.m.; adults $1.50, students $1, or by
subscription to lecture series.
Philosophy Club discussion; '"How Do I
Know Whnt I Know!"; with Ramesh Patel:
Union 231 E; 11:30 p.m.Monday, March 17
Lecture, ''The German Democratic Republic in the Warsaw Pact and COMECON"; Professor Peter Ludz; lecture hall;
2:30 p.m.; discussion afterwards in Education 103.

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*GiiHer
*Brushes
Discount Prices

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Acrass Fram Johnson Gym

lftt.tt ,

STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum

'
247-4406

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th 8. Gold

BIG MAC IS HERE!

:i$1~

CMcDonald's Corp. 1968
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO- MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH ST. N.W.

McDonald's..

is ygyr kind ot P~:·

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842-9148

FREE OFFER!
Electrical System Check
Including: ·

Battery, Generator
Regulator, All Wiring
WITH THIS AD
$5 off on the purchase of any Battery
General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

~~~~
MAOCtt 15) 196~

~~

\

7:30P.M.

SOU1H l?:ALL~M

I-RE WINDSJORMERS J fltESEJI~
AND

'&\RBI\FA l.EJERION

UNM STUDENTs-PARK WITH usModern accommodations with a. large

po.rlting lot. 243-2881.
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Survey P'redicts
Professor Loss
Due to Budget
]Jy ROB BURTON
© 1969, New Mexico Lobo
Financial austerity began in earnest last year for UNM,
and many professors adopted a wait-and-see attitude about
their futures with the University. Others-more than eight
per cent of the faculty-accepted better offers elsewhere.
A survey of department chairmen and deans conducted
this week by The Lobo shows last year's rate of loss is likely
to be exceeded this year, and this rate may climb as high as
13 per cent.
Three years ago, the attrition rate of professors for financial reasons was about four per cent based on figures
compiled for the state's Board of Educational Finance in
1966.
Budget-Cutting
Since that time, the state has entered a period of budgetcutting for higher education that last year pared to the bone
the operations of this and most
other universities in the state. As
a result, pay for non"faculty positions lags seriously behind the
average in Albuquerque itself,
and professorial salaries have
fallen sharply in comparison to
other universities in the Rocky
Mountain region.
Last year the average salary
at Roclty Mountain universities
was $521 less than at UNM. The
University is now only ~88 above
this average.
The situation is worsened by
the fact that these institutions
are well below average in comparison with national salary averages.
For instance, the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) says the avera"'e
increase last year ior the SO
schools used ior comparison with
UNM by the BEF was six and a
half per cent. UNM's austeritybudget increase was less than
five per cent.
UN:M: Loses Ground
UNM President Ferrel Heady
sums it up: "In this one year we
have lost ground to our counterpart universities in the rest of the
country." These include such
sehools as Colorado State University, Arizona State University,
and the University of Michigan.
Heady said the BEF policy is
to maintain UNM and New Mex-

The Bob Hope Show
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ico State (NMSU) in the middle
range of comparisons with the 80
eounter-part universities. Last
yea1· UNl\I ranked 33rd on that
scale, but with the figures available now, University officials exPl!ct that UNlVI will be dropping
back.
'Von't Advance
"Even if we get the BEF's
recommendation, we won't advance, but we might stop slipping
baclt," Heady said.
"I don't want to push the panic
button and I don't want the faculty to desert in droves," Heady
said, "but it can't go on too much
longer without significant repercussions."
Heady said he didn't worry as
much about the number of faculty
leaving as he did about which
ones leave. "There is nothing more
important !n determining the
quality of education than the
quality of faculty," Heady said.
Legislators and officials working for Governor David F. Cargo
must also contend with the demands for funds of such competing interests as building and
maintaining the state's highways,
and attracting industry.
1\lood of Discouragement
Nonetheless, a mood of discouragement was reported spreading by some department chair(Continued on pagE 8)

Lobo Photo by Bob Lager

Spring Snacks

PAIIlMOUNT PICTURES f1!tsrJ<TS

Blacks Walk Out of Class
Seventy-five members of Dr.
Gilbert Merkx' Race and Cultural
Relations class walked out of a
class session last Tuesday at the
request of the Black United Front
group.
1\:Ierkx had -scheduled a showing
of the movie "Salt of the Earth"
Tuesday in the north ballroom of
the Union. Before the movie began, 15 black students stood in a
line in front of the class, and their
spokesman, Carl Jackson, announced that the members of the
Black United Front did not consider the movie relevant to black
students in the class.
Interested class members were
invited to join the blacks back in
the regular classroom for an open
discussion session. Approximately
half of the class elected to do so
and walked out with the blacks.
A Relative Point
Arturo Sandoval, speaking for
La Raza group -said, "We felt the
movie was relevant to chicanos,
but that the blacks' point was
more relevant." Sandoval said
that the moive was an attempt
by Merkx to subvert the issue
because the class had not met in
the regular classroom on Tuesdays since a scuffle that occurred
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S.U.B. THEAlRE

..

Featuring
The Pozo Seco Singers
Suzanne's Concert Dancers
and
The Statewide· Talent Fina(ist

Tickets $3.50, $4.00r $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, & $6.00
Student Discount $2.00 per ticket

during a class meeting.
Violence broke out on Feb. 27
when members of La Raza and
the Black United Front attempted to remove a white student
from a chair.
Yesterday the class was run
by the members of the Black
United Front, who sat in front
of the class to answer questions
and lead discussion. Black student Carl Bradford said, "We can
enlighten you more than the books
can .. "
Jackson said that white liberals
try to associate or identify with
the blacks even though it can't
be done. "The black man looks
at you as a honky even if you
are a white liberal. You have to
identify with what you are/' he
said.
Another black student said that
the blacks did not seek white association and that any attempt
on the whites part to associate

with blacks would be fake because
the whites did not understand the
black cause.
A Failure
White student Allen Cooper
said he felt that the class was
a failure, because although the
reading list c o n t a i n e d some
powerful and exciting works, they
were still books. He also said
that class discussion flowed'•'l:<llatively easily, but that it didn't
get down to basics. "No one is
changing. Whites are getting together with other whites and talking about how they feel and
think." Jackson added that talk
wasn't going to help, and that
"students were playing a game."
When asked by a white student
why blacks objected to the term
Negro, Jackson answered that it
was a white term. "Negro is a
term given to blacks by the white.
Black is a term given to us by
blacks," he said.

Committee Names Bakas
New Fiesta Co-Chairman-·
John Baltas has been named the jobs to all students who applied
new Fiesta Committee eo-(!hair- for committee positions."
man by the UNM Rally Commit"I Jmow that Rally Committee
tee.
wants a Mexicanized Fiesta,"
In a statement released yester- Dines said. "It doesn't take a
day, Rally Committee chairman Spanish surname to know about a
Jim Maddox said:
Fiesta."
"After an objective interview
Dines added, "Next year, the
with five applicants for Fiesta chicanos will have more represenCommittee ·co-chairman, the Rally tation."
Committee felt that Balms was
In a signed statement to The
the best man for the job. Bakas Lobo, the Rally Committee voiced
has a knowledge of the Spanish support for Senate resolution No.
language and the Mexican cul- 9, a resolution calling for the inture, and he, along w.ith Anne corporation of the Mexican culKnight, the other co-chairman, ture into UNM's Fiesta.
will do a very able job."
The Rally Committee also anBakas, a senior, is the founder nounced that it has dissolved the
and the current director of UNM's constitution . currently goverrhg
International Center. He has been UNM's cheerleaders. Maddox said
active in student government for that the cheerleading squad would
the past three years.
be held intact for the purpose of
One of the five applicants for creating a new system of budget
the Fiesta Committee eo-chair- control and the creation of a
manship was Ed Benavidez, a code of ethics.
mem)>er of UNM's United Mexican-American Students (UMAS). IIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllll
Benevidez was UMAS's candidate
in that organization's campaign
to establish Mexican-American
representation on Fiesta Com- Haya kawa ---·-------- Pg. 2
mittee.
In an interview with KUNM KUNM ------------------ Pg. 3
after Bakas' appointment Wed- Lobo Merit Badge Pg. 4
nesday night, Associated Students
President Jim Dines said he would Wrestling -----------· Pg. 6
"probably give Fiesta Committee Campus Briefs -----· Pg: 8

Inside Pages

One ticket per ID Four ID maximum per purchaser
Available at Student Activity Ticket Office
Record Rendezvous and Reidling Downtown

With the return of spring-like weather, many students are taking
advantage of this ledge on the south side of the Union in order""io
eat lunch and observe a recurrence of short skirts. But don't get your
hopes up-KUNM predicts snow today.

Protest Showing of Film

Saturday, March 22
The UNM Arena
8:00 P.M.

SEVEN ARTS/RIY STARllliiSSOCI<Illii'Mllf

*

(,

MISCELLANEOUS

OPEN 24 HOURS
105Central N.W. 247-8662

WANTED: Two motorcycle helmets, one
large, one small. Phone Grant Harvey at
277-4102 after 5: ao p.m. Also would like
used motocycle trailer.
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FOR SALE

SELL, TRADE, 2~~ x 31~ GraF!ex: Roll
Film back, $110.00. 256-V497.

\

~;, ~

At>M\S5toN ~ 1. oo

FOR RENT

NEW

0 <10 " ' '
Pt83/.: ',e-0

Put Your Best Face F:orward
Call far a complimentary faeial-in
your own dorm or home-and see
why we say •••
'No Woman Need Ever look 40'
Goldialn Stone,
Phone
consultant for • ....,.. 'r ~ 243-2062

. . . :,'1 -.../>.

,"< .- ~ • .,.1~
for UNM Students only
~c. !$) ._oV' for Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)

_.

o-r~3

/>.

KOPY- KORNER

c.•\ -- •(\ --

Senate Group
Wants Action
Finance Committee Tuesday
asked ASUNM Attorney General
Ernest Romero to attend next
week's Finance Committee meeting to explain the action to be
taken against Jack Pickel, exchairman of Fiesta Committee.

~"'"'

C6R.t>N Al>o
3 7 ?;. 7'6'1
UV\3QIAJ

v, 7 ~fUJI~ 0

•• Anm:lllncemcnts by the UNM. community wiU be
24-h~ur deadline is in

accepted at The Lobo office. a
effect.

In Fiesta Case

I

Thursday, March 13, 1969
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Lobo Photo by Bob Lager

Quiet Cramming

This student, obviously overjoyed by the Union's birthday celebration, was observed just after he collaJlscd after )mrticipating in one
of the many wild parties which were· held. The Union was more than
generous in handing out invaluable prizes and entertainment.

-----~--~
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NE\N

MEXICO
ROBERT BURTON
Editor

WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O.,UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer•
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. 5ubscriptic>n rate is · $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are tho•e of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico,
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'Inspection'

Recent Events-------

KUNM Begins New Series

Edito••ial

.

Paternalisll~

- .,

I
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I\

I

i
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or Fellowship?

The UNM Black Student Union is protesting alleged racism at Brigham Young
University. BYU is supported by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints (Mormon Church), which has a
policy of prohibiting blacks from assuming
roles of leadership in the church. Mormons
contend that this is a private matter within the institution, and they support full and
equal rights for all.
Interestingly enough, last month the
American Indians hurled charges of discrimination at BYU. One week that month,
celebrated as Indian Week at BYU, was
..wncluded by the crowning of a "Miss Indian BYU,'' and a "smokeless" peace pipe.
With the lack of smoke went a lack of
fellowship. "If the things that go on on
this campus were to happen on other campuses, it would be called racism," said the
Hawaiian adviser to one of the Lamanite
groups. (Lamanites are Indians and Polynesians in Mormon language.) One Lamanite student, a recent convert to the
church, said, 4'If these Mormons are going
out on missions converting 'foreigners,'
then those Mormons had better get ready
to accept these people into full fellowship."
The reaction to Indian Week charges
was quick enough.
~,.The next day the president of the Indian
group issued a statement refuting the
charges and announcing that the adviser
quoted above could not speak for the Indians and that he could. The president said
Indians were only grateful for all the as-

' '

'

sistance and special consideration given
them.
The BYU paper, the Daily Universe,
printed an open letter to the Indian adviser
who had been so unhappy over attitudes of
whites at BYU. The letter explained that
BYU offered Indians so much special consideration that the charges of racism were
"unfair." Cited were "a special ward just
for Lamanites." A ward is one of the organizational terms of church membership.
Ten other points were advanced in the
letter, only one of which had anything to
do with what the student called "full fellowship." Lost somewhere in the shuffle
was the original concern of at least two
Lamanites that BYU was failing to provide
"full fellowship,'' or that racism was keeping them apart.
The obsession of BYU with programs designed "specially" for Lamanites can do
little for this concern. It is all reminiscent
of the Protestant missionaries to the Pacific who, at great personal sacrifice,
brought religion to the Polynesians, only
to deny them full participation until long
after (as in the Hawaiians' case) their land
had been taken from them. Paternalism
and patronizing concern for the "special"
problems of others can only be frustrating
when offered in lieu of promised full participation and brotherhood.
Such activities by Brigham Young University serve to add credence to the Black
Student Union's charges of racism on that
Utah campus.

News Analysis

Hayal{.awa No Success as President;
•
Educational Process Still Ill Turmoil
(This concludes Monday's news

analysis of S. I. Hayakawa by
College Press Service's Phil
Semas.)
(.
. Even by Ronald Reagan'l'l stan(. dards Hayakawa cannot be coni sider:d a success as president.
; He has by no means restored or~ der or the normal educational pro. cesses on the campus. In fact,
,: things have gotten worse. Con~? sider:
~ • When Hayakawa took over,
t most of the faculty were supportHng President Robert Smith's adf' ministration. Today the American
" Federation of Teachers is on
i· strike, only about half the faculty
, seem to be teaching their classes,
~· and student attendance is only
i• about 30 percent.
,~
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NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
ASST. CAMPUS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
PROOF EDITOR
STAFF WRITERS
REVIEW EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS

~

When Hayakawa began telling people how he could speak for
the non-white community, local
black leaders, who stayed out 'of
the crisis before, began pouring
onto the campus to express their
support for the students' demands.
e Violence escalated rapidly
during the first two weeks of
Hayakawa's administration and
the escalation would have continued if the AFT picket line had
not been so l'!Uccessful at keeping
class attendance low.
The campus over which Hayakawa presides is by no means a
paradise of truth, justice, and opportunity, Hayakawa arbitrarily
denied tenure to two faculty
members who had supported the

strike, despite the recommendations of their departments, and
talks seriously about "due process
taking care of the radical student problem."
At San Francisco State College
a girl can can· a policeman a
''bastard" and be arrested immediately, but Hayakawa can
destroy private property (sound
truck wires), a college employee
can threaten a striking professor
with an axe, or football players
can beat up strikers-and there
will be no arrests.
There is only one way that men
like S. I. Hayakawa can be seen
as saviours of higher educationby their repressive policies they
may bring about a revolution that
will result in some of the changes
that are so badly needed,

STAFF

Grant Harvey
Sarah Laidlaw
Scott Sandlin
John Moser
Herman Well
David Hutson
Anne O'Brien, Bill Guthrie, George Campbell
Mary Allison Farley
Carolyn Babb, Gay Cook, Steve Hallam, John Russo,
Sandra Schauer, Bill Schneider, Susan Smith, Art Thomas
Stephen Part
Tony Louderbough, James Funk, Bob Lager
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Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Easter Eggs

A pottery display by Carl Paak
entitled "Easter Eggs" is now on
display in the UNM Art Museum.

Peace Corps Recruiters
To Interview on Campus
The Peace Corps will be showing films, talking to interested
students, and giving modern language aptitutie tests and recruiting on campus March 17 through

by Co11rad
Lobo Review

GMRX: What Next?
By STEPHEN M. PART
The other day it was mentioned
to me that The Lobo is generally
offensive, i.e., crude. Including the
review section - the offending
word was in The Lobo review of
the University of Albuquerque's
excellent production of Waiting
for Godot. The word, to save the
:curious the hunt through old
Lobos, was penis.
It was suggested l'!ome inference could have been made. Which
brought to mind a funny little
play put on at The Barn Dinner
Theater in Cedar Crest.
The play is a farce called
Champagne Complex and dealt
with the psychoanalysis of a puritanically hung up girl. When
given a Rorschahh test she saw
something she couldn't name. The
doctor entreats, "Call it by its
s c i en t if i c name." "Oh, that's
worse," she responds. "Oh, come
on," the doctor demands. "OK,"
she decides, "let's call it the
Washington Monument."
All in all it's quite a pleasant
play-not depressing as so many
other "entertainments" currently
showing around town.

Editor:

But I don't see the harm in
calling things, in real life, not
farces (and life includes The
Lobo), by their real names scientific or otherwise.
I think most everyone realizes
The Lobo is a college newspaper,
which implies mature readers with
a certain sophistication. In this
vein, hopefully newspapers won't
find the need to set up a scarcely
disguised form of censorship as
did the motion picture industry
with its new movie rating system.
If it did, The Lobo would be at
least an M-(parental discretion
advised for children under 16).
I would like to receive letters
both pro and con, on the GMRX
rating system adopted by most
theaters. Also views on censorship
generally. Let 'em fly-Review
Editor, University P. 0. Box 20.
I'd like to know just how wrong
or just how right this 'ole freedom thing il'l today, in the age of
74% support for Mayor Daley,
10% of the presidential vote for
George Wallace, and the Tam
O'Shanter Billy Club.

Lett.-"8 are welcome, nnd. uhould
be no longer than 260 words type-

written, double spaced. Nnme, tcle•
phone number and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

21.

They will be headquartered in
the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas.
On Tuesday, March 18, a film
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. "Our
Man in Borneo," deals with Corps
work in Malaysia.
"Give Me a Riddle," a film study
of Biafra before the war, will be
shown Wednesday, March 18.
Language aptitude tellts will be
given W ednesduy through Friday
at the International Center. The
test is 30 minutes long, and is
used to determine ability to learn
a foreign language. The results
are used in placement, and the

Corps said it has nothing to do
with selection.
John Exeter, from Guyana,
South America, will be available
for comment on education and
economics. Janice McConnell, who
ha~ served in Peru with the Peace
Corps, will give information on
urban community development.
Sylvia Patton, who has served in
Ecuador, will provide information on rural community development.
Applications for June and July
summer assignments are also being accepted by the representatives.
Miss McConnell said that permanent office hours arc being set
up at the International Center.
Representatives will be available
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Wednesdays and Fridays.

Ex-CORE l-lead To Speak
James Farmer, under secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, will speak Sunday, March 16
at 8 p.m. in Johnson Gym.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults, $1
for students, or by subscription.
In 1942, Farmer helped form the
first chapter of the Congress of

,fljfue~ird
(J)iamond
rfRings

Worn wit/. pride
by Qenera!ions
of Y'Jrides

'

Racial Equality (CORE), at the
University of Chicago,
Farmer, the grandson of a
slave, eventually became the national director of CORE, and led
the first freedom ride in Mississippi.
At 18, Farmer received a bachelor's degree in chemistry from
Wiley College, He received a
bachelor of divinity from Howard
University, but declined ordination to work as race relations
secretary for the Fellowship of
Reconciliation.

A series of informative programs, "KUNM Inspection," will
begin next Tuesday on KUNM.
The programs will feature information sent to the station,
dealing with subjects from the
Theosophy Foundation to programs released from R11dio Moscow. Also featured will be condensations from magazines like
Atlantic Monthly, Ramparts, the
New Republic, and the Astral Projection.
First Programs
The first of the condensations
will be from an Atlantic Monthly
article, "The Police and Us." It
will be broadcast in eleven segments, and features interviews
with Adam Clayton Powell, a
member of the House of Representatives from New York; Thomas Reddin, Los Angeles police
chief; Mayor Joseph Alioto of
San Francisco, and others.
Ron Bell, KUNM public affairs
director, has invited interested
persons to join the station in this
project, and to contact him in the
underground studios of KUNM.
"Inspection" will be heard on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2:40
p.m. and 8:10p.m., and on Thursdays at 2:40 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Bell said that "Inspection is
meant to complement the Man

U NM Music Major
Composes Selection
A former bio-pli.ysics student
was the composer of a selection
for the UNM department of music
dance workshop which was held
last weekend.
Norbert H. Osterreich, a junior
at UNM from Montreal, Canada
majoring in music composition
composed the workshop piece
which he taped beforehand in
fragments and sampled on tapes.
It consists of oboe, flute, and

tape "generated" sounds which
Osterreich describes as simple,
transparent, and very lyrical.
Osterreich became interested in
music composition while attending McGill University in Montreal
as a bio-physics student.
Currently he is working on a
piece for a modified chamber orchestra which will consist of a
solo oboe selection and electronic
sounds.
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by Robert L. Short
"The Parables of Peanuts
is filled with wonderful
quotes and is a real de·
light to read from begin·
ning to end. I could not
possibly be more pleased."
-*CHARLES M. ScHULZ,

creator of Peanuts®
Cloth, $4.95 • Paper, $1.95
~
At a II bookstores

co Harper eiJ Row
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The Bob Hope Show
Saturday, March 22
The UNM Arena
8:00 P.M.
Featuring
The Pozo Seco Singers
Suzanne's Concert Dancers
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cuss the organization which is
with developing selfleadership through extra sentory
perception (ESP).
Rosalind Bell and Susan Minor
of the Inner Peace Movement will
be questioned by Peter Nelson, a
graduate student in neuro-psychology. Ron Bell will moderate.
The sports and news departments at the station has recently
combined, and Paul Uhland, former spotrs director, is now heading the combined departments.
con~erned
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Yellow Journalism

ment in the March 11, 1969 issue
is
an excellent example. Not only
(Editor's N otc: This letter rewere
you rude enough to break it
fers to the Bema article entitled,
off
in
mid-sentence, it seems that
"A Mormon View of BYU," which
the
organization
of it was a bit
was rerun yesterday due to printtampered
too.
ing errors in the first copy.)
l've often heard The Lobo reTo the Editor:
ferred to as 41 The Smut Sheet, The
I'd like to saY "Thank you!" Fish Wrapper, The Trash Bug,''
editors of The Lobo, for your etc. The more I hear this, and the
truthfulness in coverage of e'l'ents more I read the modified truths
at UNM. The Lobo is one of the written, I begin to feel that their
finest examples of :y-ellow jour- names are much more fitting to
nalism I have ever seen.
I am an American, and 1 am your cause.
True, it IS your right to have an
proud of it. Although I can't sa:y<
opinion.
However, it seems nearly
that I support the ideas of such
unconstitutional
to rudely change
groups as the BSU, UMAS, and
SDS, I do strongly agree with another's words to strengthen
your own views.
their right to express them,
I feel however, that it is grossI want to be proud of UNM 1 but
ly rude and unfair to modify state- it isn't eaa:v when a few groups
ments made by certain people in are catered to while others are
order to ridicule them and SUp• slurred or ignored, WHY NOT
. port your cause. The obvious EQUALITY FOR ALL'l
changing of Kent Garner's state·
Herb B. Bowman

About Campus Series, which has
gotten excellent response. People have even come down to the
station to ask us if they can be
on the program."
Man About Campus is a series
of interviews, conducted by James
Funk, with representatives from
various campus organizations.
The next "In the Public Interest" program, on Tuesday, March
18 will be a discussion about
"The Inner Peace Movement." The
leaders of the movement will dis-

and
The Statewide Talent Finalist

Tickets $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, &$6.00
Student Discount $2.00 per ticket

One ticket per ID

Four ID maDdmum per purchaser

Available at Student Activity Ticket Office
Record Rendezvous and Reidling Downtown

-...-----------------------------
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Putting the shot is only one of
the many feminine sports planned
by the · women's physical education department.

· ·._ P(/tting the Shot
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At University of North Carolina

NMSU Can Ban Speakers

Police Force Students To Vacate Campus Building

Two 1•ulings concerning campus unrest and the elements believed to stimulate it have been
handed down by the New Mexico
State University Board of Regents.
On Saturday, March 8, the regents adopted a policy stating the
university authorities could veto
invitations to speakers they feel
have advocated the forcible overthrow of the government.
Speakers who have in~Jtigated
riots on campuses or invited destruction of property can also be
banned the policy says.
Offers Reason
William Darden, university attorney, said the policy had been

drawn up to comply with the
latest court decisions.
The regents also reaffirmed an
earlier administrative stand on
student demonstrations involving
public buildings.
In cases where students occupy
campus baildings, a statement
ordering them to leave will be
read, they said.
Those who leave as ordered will
be called before the university disciplinary committee. Those who
stay will be prosecuted for trespassing. Arrests on such charges
will mean immediate suspension•
Federal Aid
The regents' statement also

said students receiving federal financial aid might be jeopardizing
continuation of this aid by participating in demonstrations.
A recommendation to increase
student fees effective in 1970 was
given to the regents by the vice
president of student affairs, Philip Ambrose. The increase will be
designated to offset losses on the
new Corbett Center and Pan
American Center.
On the basis of present losses,
observers said, the increase probably will be about $15 per semester. The board will not take action on the proposal until its
regular meeting in May.

CliAPEL IDLL, N.C. (CPS) ~
Police presence forced close to a
hundred students to vacate a
building at the University of
North Carolina (NCU) while
troubles continued at other campuses around the state.
Gov. Bob Scott had ordered
NCU's Chancellor, J. Carlyle Sitterson, to clear Manning Hall, ·
which students had been occupying in sympathy with a strike by
non-academic cafeteria employees. On learning the police had
been ordered to evict them, students vacated the building. Moments later, 86 highway patrolmen and Chapel Hill Police arrived and took up positions at the
doors to the hall and closed it.
Fifteen hundred students then
marched to South Hall, the Administration Building, to hear
speeches by young faculty members.
Picket Lines Up
Picket lines have gone up at
Lenoir Hall, where the cafeteria
is located. Sit-down tactics have
been employed regularly there
since the employees went on
strike. They are protesting low
pay, lack of collective bargaining,
and discrimination in personnel
policy, among other things.
The first indications of the po-
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Lobo Merit Badge

Nominations for Lobo Merit Awards
should be submitted to the campus editA!r
no later than Wednesday of th"' week it JS
to be used. Please include lllustmtion of
subject.

CIVIL ENGINEERS
NEW MEXICO STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Starting salaries, no experience:
Junior Engineer

$8640

Assistant Engineer

$9420
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New Policy Statement

rQif

for UNM Students only
'lo,$, -.. 1-:
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibrq-Co"tkle (as Required)
V41Ji) Q.tt
XEROX COPIES 8¢ eath-No Minimum
'

L~bby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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lice being called came when students (Wednesday) in Manning
Hall were told to tnrn off their
sound system, which had been
broadcasting speeches daily to the
campus, or they wonld be thrown
out. The system was shut off, but
the police came anyway. One hundred National Guard and Highway Patrol have been stationed
on campns for a week under orders of Gov. Scott.
Students chose Manning Hall
(where a counter-food line bas
been in operation for a few days)
because it was not nsed for any
purpose (the Law School moved
out last fall) and because that is
where the state's first Negro student, Floyd McKissick. had his
classes.
Duke University
At Duke University in Durham,
N.C. the faculty committee apointed to deal with proposals
set by the Afro-American Society
Thursday rejected a compromise
demand on the make-up of the
full committee to include students.
The previons rejection of this had
led 26 of the blacks to begin
officially withdrawing from Duke,
and to set up the Malcolm X
LI"beration School at a downtown
church. Some Duke professors
have indicted· they'd teach

courses at the Liberation School.
Torcbligbt parades by whites
from Duke and blacks coming
from North Carolina College
(also in Durham) to the center of
town took place earlier this week.
After Tuesday night's rally ended, police chased and clubbed demonshators to the sound of breaking storefront windows. A reporter for the conservative newspaper in Durham was among
those clubbbed. Since then, a city
wide 5 p.m. to '1 a.m. cnrfew has
been imposed. Whites at Duke
held an on-campus march Thursday night in support of the blacks ,
in the Malcolm X Liberation
SchooL
In other actions in North Caroline, the cafeteria at North Carolina A&:r was back to normal,
as striking nonacademic employees (all black) reached a settlement with the school's administration. Students there had a
strike of the food service facilities in effect until Thursday.
Await Return
At the University of North
Carolina Charlotte Branch, black
students are waiting for the return of the chancellor from presenting their demands on participation in decision-making.
At the State University of New

· -:- Register Now Mandell's Fashion Show and Drawing
Sat.• March 29 - 2-3

-WinTwo $25 Gift Certificates
(Must Be Present For Drawing)
Mandell's New Spring Fashions
Are Now Arriving Daily
Ensembles
Pantsuits
Suits

MS

Formals
Cocktail Dresses
Capes

And our well-known sportswear

Challenging work in a young state going places fast. Contad Platement OfficG.

JrlanJell's
520 Coronado Center
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.
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a $500 fine. They are to appear in
court Monday.
The students began their sit-in
Wednesday afternoon after the
arrest of a former student who
had been declared persona. non-•
grata on campus after participating in a demonstration against a
military recruiter.
They also demanded an end to
war-related research on campus,
and public disclosure of all research contracts.

York at Stony Brook, Suffolk
County Police Thursday morning
arrested 21 students who refused
to leave the Library-Administration Building after sitting in all
night. Some 300 students who had
occupied the building with them
left after police warned of arrests.
The 21 were charged with
criminal trespassing, a misdemeanor that carries a maximum
penalty of six months in jail and
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The Lobo "Flood Control" award goes to the physical plant !or keeping UNM ~tudents free fx:_om such
hazards as the above. Chemical engineering students wore the1r waders recel!'tly m order ,to avord a fa!e
worse than death. Other locations around campus aree alsD in need of attention. The mens rest room. Jn
the games area of the Union has no bookshelf above the facilitie;;, an~ one must splatter the books w1th
water or other similar material. In order to save the campus, engmeenng students were rumored to have
constructed a dam to stop the onslaught.
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Premier's Death
BEIRUT (UPI)-Former lraqui Premier Ali Jawdat Al-Ayoubi
died Monday of a heart attack,
his family announced Tuesday. He
was 82. Al-Ayoubi was father-inlaw of the former Iraqi ambassador to the United Nations, Dr.
Adnan Pachachi, who resigned a
month ago.
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Andy Shaney, a member of the
UNM chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
proposed at the Student Affairs
Committee Friday that university
records of students be confidential
at the student's request.
Shaney said the University has
been giving names and addresses
of students whether the student
wishes the information to rem!lin
confidential or not,

'\

DeMarr To Visit Soviet Union
Dr. Ralph De:M:arr, an associate
math and statistics professor will
travel to the Soviet Union later
this year as part of an official exchange program sponsored by the
U.S. State Department.
DeMarr will begin a four-and-ahalf month stay at the University of Leningrad on Sept 1. While
in Leningrad, he will do research
and give lectures on mathematics.
DeMarr is fluent in Russian.
After his Leningrad tour, DeMarr is scheduled to spend a fourand-a-half month period at the Institute of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences near the city of Novosibirsk, in Siberia. If the Novosibirsk part of his Russian tour is
approved by the soviet government, DeMarr will be doing research at the institute.
DeMan· said that there are two
things holding up approval for the
second part of his trip. One is the
present borde1· crisis between Russia and Red China. DeMarr said
the Russian government is also
l'eluctant to have :foreigners residiug in Siberia.

CARSON CITY, Nev. {UPI)The state of Nevada thinks Ragtown is worth a historical marker - even though there is no
such town and never was. The
name was given by Californiabound pioneers in gold rush days
to a crossing site on the Carson
River which they reached after a
40-mile trek across desert wastes.
The rags were their clothes, hung
wet and dripping :from every tree
and shrub in the area while they
bathed in the stream.
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Largest1
most colorfttl selection
of the latest style
in collegiate wear- -on SALE now!!!
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UNM Mathematician

Ragtown Marker

MENS SHOP

212 0 Central S.E.

The New Folk

The committee gave a "do
pass" recommendation to the resolution and referred it to Student Senate.
The Student Affairs Committee also gave a "do pass" recommendation to a request that residents of "all campus living areas
make their own governing policy."
This would include the four mens'
and three womens' dormitories.
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Student Affairs Group
Passes ACLU Proposal

24~-6954
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8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00

~-

3404 Constitution N.E.
Near Carlisle
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Study & Wash
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~ New Washers
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At All Times
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Dryers

The New Folk, sponsored. by one of the most dynamic and penetrating movements of this generatioo. Campus Crusade for Christ Interruttiorutl. will :appear Friday, March 14, at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Concert HaiL
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Indian Jewelry
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STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show

or shopping? Eat at.

have "the breadth that we have in
computers." He said that while
Soviet mathematicians have access to the best of computers, they
have not yet applied computers to
the many types of jobs for which
they are used in the United States.

MARCtl 15) 196~
SOUlH

7:30P.M.

EALLT\ooM

1f\E WI NDSTORMERS J t'ftESEJIERS
AND

'EARBI\W\ l£VERION
.f\'DI\i',\55~01\S

.$

~. 00

OPEN 24 HOURS

105 Central N.W. 247-8662

OLDTOWN
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DeMarr has already 1leen to the
Soviet Union on an exchange tour
in 1961-62. He was then a post
doctoral fellow at Moscow University, where he attended seminars and did graduate work, but
no teaching.
DeMarr got his Ph.D. from the
University of Dlinois in Urbana.
in 1961, and describes his math
specialty as "functional analysis."
Dellarr said functional analysis
began as the systematic study of
Uifferential equations, but later
spread out to cover a wider range
of interests. "Leningrad University has a good functional analysis
school," said De:Marr.
"There is no question that the
Russians are tops in math," sai~
DeMan-, "they have some very excellent math people."
DeMarr said the Rnssians don't
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WAC Meet at Johnson

Friday, March 14, 1969

Gym

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N:E. 265-7410
690 I Lomas N .E. 268-6-848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

SPORTS

ference Wrestling meet, which wrestling this year by upsetting
gets underway tonight at John- defending national champion Okson Gym.
lahoma State, 16-14, at Provo in
The fil'st round session will be- early February, but the Cougars
gin tonight at 7:00 p.m. Semi- have not been as impressive since.
finals are scheduled for 1:30 p.m. They have lost to Iowa State,,
Saturday and consolations im- Oregon State, and Washington,
mediately following. Consolation and were tied by Wyoming after
finals will be held at 7:00 p.m. and their victory over the Oklahomans.
championship finals at 8:20 p.m.
Still, BYU is undefeated in
Saturday evening.
WAC competition with only the
Wyoming and Arizona State, . Wyoming tie blotting its record.
which have progressed well in the The Cougars have edged Utah,
latter stages of the season, should 15-14, and defeated New Mexico,
fight it out for third, while New 29-6, in conference competition,
Mexico, Colorado State, Texas-El and also finished ahead of WyoPaso, and Arizona round out the ming, Arizona, and Arizona State
field,
in the Arizona Invitational at
Brighams Dropped OSU
Tucson in early December.
Here's how the individual
Brigham Young scored one of
the biggest victories in college weight class races shape up:

OKIE JOE'S..

For Win at NMSU

FRIDAY MARCH 14
. 5 - 6 P.M.

tu,

Defending champ : Bob Shines,
ASU.
Other placers returning: Balvino Irizarry, Utah (2nd) ;
Chuck Henry, BYU (4th).
Favorite: Ed Maze, UTEP .
Paul
Soriano,
Contenders:
Wyo; Paul Betts, Ariz; Irizarry,
Utah; Henry, BYU; Shines, ASU.
Outlook: Maze is undefeated
in 18 bouts (he has won 13 by
fall), but has not faced the topnotch competition of his competitors. A six-way battle here.

10c BEER
( 12 oz. Draw)

TRADITIONALLY

THE WESTERN LOOK

130 Pounds ·
Defending champ : Mike McAdams, BYU.
Other placers back: Glen Kawa,
Utah, Utah (2nd); Doyle Davies,
Wyo (3rd).
Favorite: Efraim Escalante,
BYU.
Contenders: Bob Kawa, Utah;
Jim Lambson, ASU; Doyle Davies,
Wyo.
Outlook: Escalante must be
favored, but the agile Kawa is a
very strong contender.

TOP-POCKET SLACKS
SPORTSCOATS
WESTERN BOOTS
WIDE BELTS
STETSON
SCARVES
TIES
AND
MORE

137 Pounds
Defending champ: Jeff Batchelor, BYU.
Placers back: none.
Favorites: Mike McAdams,
BYU (won 130 class last year);
Ted Adams, Wyo.
Contenders: Glen Kawa, Utah;
Rudy Griego, UNM
Outlook: Adams has to be given
the nod due to his dual victories,
but McAdams has the knack of
performing well in tough competition, Also watch out for Griego.

For All Occasions!
FIRST and GOLD
Park Free Aero .. the Street

145 Pounds

The ayes have it . . ...

~'I ,

Defending champ: none.
Other placers back: Felix Salinas, ASU (3rd).
Favorite: Howard Hall, BYU.
Contenders: Dale Scott, UNM;
Salinas, ASU; Jom Sukle, Utah;
Dan Thurlow, CSU.
Outlook: Hall is the defending
champ, but must improve on his
regular season performance to
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Editor:
John
Moser

U Gymnasts Hoping

123 Pounds

''

ASU's Bob Shines

I

take his third straight crown. If
Scott is ove1· his injury, watch
out.

160 Pounds
Defending champ: none.
Other placers back: Bill Osborn, BYU (3rd).
Favorite: Gary Rushing, Ariz.
(2nd in 152 class last year).
Contenders: Gary Hill, Wyo;
Bill Osborn, BYU; Charles Sheppard, Utah.
Outlook: Rushing is the class
in this division, sporting a 20-0
record this season. One of top
wrestlers competing.

167 Pounds
Defending champ: Rick Ortega,
UNM.
Other placers back: Joe Lyman,
BYU, (4th).
Favorite: Lyman, BYU.
Contenders: Ortega, UNM; Al
Handy, UTEP; Scott Tennis,
Utah.
Outlook: Lyman has edge over
Ortega, with a decision over Rick
earlier. Handy a dark horse.

Bob Shines from ASU will de·
fend his 123 pound title in the
WAC Wrestling meet, beginning
tonite in Johnson Gym.

Other placers back: Steve
Roshek, Utah (2nd); Dick Thompson, ASU, (3rd).
Favorite: toss-up.
Contenders: Roshek, Utah;
Larry Wollschlager, UTEP; John
Sorokinsky, BYU; Dick Thompson, ASU.
Outlook: Wollschlager and Roshek have edge over Soroltinsky.
Thompson and C1·amer in a freefor-all.

with a near-flawless ·"Manna"
move, tied Paul Gillespie from
CSU in the parallel bars with a
9.35.
UNM's Ray Mondragon, with a
9.2 on the still rings, tied for the
lead with CSU's Del Strange and
Paul Gillespie.
Lobo Mark Hopkins won the
long horse title against the Rams
with a 9.0.
Stormy Eaton, the Lobos' standout free exercise performer, will
be out to avenge a disappointing
loss he suffered at the bands of
CSU's Tom Proux, 9.35-9.05, last
Saturday.
All-around man Jim Hruban will
also be looking to get back on the
win side of things. Hruban lost
the all-around last Saturday to
the Rams' standout, Ron Baretta.
Saturday's 2:00 p.m, meet with
the Aggies will be the first meeting between the two schools in
gymnastics since the 1966 season,
when the Lobbs dumped the Aggies 160.5-155.2 in a dual and had
a slim 138.9-138.3 edge in the New
Mexico Invitational.

Coach Rusty Mitchell's Lobo
Gymnasts, hoping to bounce back
from a stinging 161.075-160.775
loss at the hands of a top-notch
team from Colorado State last
Saturday, will travel to the badlands of Las Cruces for a Saturday encounter with NMSU.
The Lobos, who saw their perfect dual mark spotted at the
hands of the Rams in the finest
gymnastics meet ever staged at
Johnson Gym, now sport a stillfine 9-1 record. Mitchell is really
looking forward to a rematch between CSU and UNM in the WAC
conference championships in Ft.
Collins, Colo. the last weekend
this month,
Galioto Great
All-American Tom Galioto gave
one of the finest performances of
the year on the side horse against
the Rams, winning with a 9.6.
Most well-versed spectators attending the meet couldn't fathom
where he lost four-tenths of a
point.
UNM grabbed another first in
the CSU meet, when Bob Manna,
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Heavyweight
Defending champ: none.
Other placers back: Roger
Brown, UNM (2nd) ; Gordon
Cramer, Wyo. (3rd).
Favorite: Rich Cahill, ASU.
Contenders: Brown, UNM;
Frank Holtry, Utah; John Smith,
UTEP.
Outlook: Cahill has decisioned
all competitors this year, but if
Brown doesn't favor his injured
knee the final will be a good one.

.,

Defending champion: none.

FINAL
SKI
SALE!

Education

.. '<·<

•

3'• \\

All Your
Skiing Needs

NOW AT

•

UNM
Albuquerque Falcons 3 2 1- 6
Saves:
Krempansky, Falcons, 12
Keady, Falcons, 22
Gardner, UNM, 24

one through at 14:19, netting the
final score at 10-6.
The Lobos l1ave two remaining
games, but next Tuesday's contest with · the Sandia-Kirtland
Rockets will probably be the most
important, as these squads are
now tied for the league.
This one is the big one, so come
out and give the Lobos your support, Tuesday night at 9:15 p.m.
at Iceland Arena.

New Mexico Hockey League
(thru March 11, 1969)
VI
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Sandia-Kirtland Rockets
UNM L<lbos
Albuquerque Falcons

7
6

I
6

6
7

t

1
1
2

ets.

Lobos Tied For First
The win enabled the Lobos to
remain in a tie for first place in
the New Mexico Hockey League
with the Rockets.
The late arrival of the Falcon's
regular goalie forced the Albuquerque team to play the first
period with a wing, John Krempansky, in the net, Despite his
inexperience, he gave up but one
goal to the distraught Lobos, by
Ted Larsen. Larsen's netter came
with but 12 seconds left in the
initial period.
l\Ieanw hile, the Falcon lines
managed to pick up three goals,
and led 3-1 going into the second
period.
Having replaced Krempansky
with regular goalie Stan Keady,
the Falcons got two counters in
the second period to a similar two
for the Lobos. It was Krempansky, just out of the net, who picked up the first Falcon goal at
00:48.
Falcons in Early Lead
Three minutes later, Joe Slattery scored on a power play, and
the Falcons were ahead 5-l. The
Lobos finally snapped to and at
4:49 Newt Fawcett decked one
past the Falcon goal tender making it 5-2. At 16:57 it was Fawcett
again who got behind the Falcon
defense for one more goal, moving the Lobos to within two at
intermission.
The fans had hardly found their
seats for the third period when
Mike Krzykowski flipped in a rebound at 00:38 for the first of the
seven final period Lobo scores.
Lobos Go Wild
Dennis Abbott and Buck Schreyer each added one, while Larsen
and Krzykowski each picked up a
hat trick by scoring two more
apiece. Meanwhile, Krempansky
of the Falcons managed to slip

Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special
EVERY FRI., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Tender pieces of J?oneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

ONLY49c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

90 Winrock Center

•

298-1831

125cc MOJAVE
save $198!

$201*
reg. $399

Tome enough for cily
traffic • • • tough
enough for the raadl
2-cycle engine gets
119 miles per galien.

260cc MOJAVE
reg. $649 ... , .. $499*
360cc MOJAVE
reg. $749 ...... $599*

ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan

*plus small•et-up charge
Open Sunday 10 'til 51

Open Mon., Wed., Fri. nights 'til 91

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
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UNM's third baseman Mike
Roussel, sporting a .333 batting
average, will see action in the
Lobos' t h r e e - g a m e set with
NMSU at the Lobi} Field this
afternoon and Saturday.

Mike Roussel

REDUCED
PRICES

.
Yes, you can put stars in her
eyes and on her hand too
with Linde :star sapphire
or star ruby rings.

The UNM Hockey team once
again made a thrilling come from
behind performance to drop the
Albuquerque Falcons by a score
of 10-6, in a match played last
Saturday night at Iceland Arena,
Trailing 5-3 at the end of the
second period, the Lobas came out
and scored seven times in the
third period to equal their performance of two weeks ago
against the Kirtland-Sandia Ruck-

Herman, a three-foot-three Lithuanian basketball standout from
the Virgin Islands, lost his bid to
become one of the Free World's
top free-lance hula-hoop stylists
when his hoop crashed through a
300-strong picket line in front of
the American Embassy in Prague.
Too bad, Herm.

177 Pounds

in Sex

Lobos Take Hockey Win

Herman Has Woes

akeacourse

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment m.ust be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMESSTARTING ______

Famous

BRAND NAME
Learn something now about
the affect of after shave on the
female of tho species with

Merchandise

Aqua Velva REOWOOO. Tho
fragrance is really different.
Really long lasting! We say it's

!!lfeauc/~cef~CG<J.

a little on tho wild side. Let

JEWELERS
6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.

Page 7

Tied for First in League

Wrestlers Grapple Tonight
Backyard r iva 1 s Brigham
Your1g and Utah are expected to
fight it out for the title of the
two-day Western Athletic Con-

NEW MEXICO LOBO

--~~--~----------------------------------~~~~~~~---------------------------------------

her teach you what we mean!

268-4480
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for all outdoors
AFTER
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S.U.il. THEATRE
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Farmer Believes BlacksChanging Identity, Image

Survey Predic~s Professor loss
(Continued from page 1)
first job than he does after 10
men contacted by The Lobo. They years here.
Depending on Patience
cite dissatisfaction with meager
Administrators
and departraises as the biggest reason.
ment
chah'man
throughout
the
· A report prepared for Heady
by the Univel'sity's Office of In- Univel·sity emphasized that they
stitutional Research says that 73 have been depending upon good
per cent of all professors in pub- will and patience to see their delic universities make more money partments through the current
than those at UNM. The report austerity budget. The effect of the
says it would have taken about budget request on which New
$183,000 more for salaries than Mexico's college and university
was allocated last year to have heads are pinning their hopes will
kept from losing ground in the only be to halt the downward
drop in relative standings with
"national picture."
counterpart
universities. The fact
Losing All Around
that the BEF request is a 20.6
The problem of loss of experi- per cent increase over the curenced faculty is more serious than rent
appropriation gives an idea
it might seem at first, says Frank of the magnitude of what will
Angel, assistant dean of the Col- be required for UNM and the
lege of Education. "New people other
institutions of higher learnwon't always be of as high qual- ing in New Mexico to make up the
ity as the old ones, and we also lost ground.
lose their ability to relate the
educational process to the particular problems of New Mexico. We
end up losing all around," he
Board Positions
said.
The
Student-Faculty AssociaJohn Campbell, chairman of the tion is now
accepting applications
anthropology department, said for the executive
for the
that raids by other schools mi. 1969-70 school year.board
Any
full-time
UNM's faculty is "serious".
Campbell said, "We've built a student is eligible.
Applications are available from
very good thing here. UNM is a
Mrs.
Sue Pickett in the Activities
good university, "but it's miracCenter of the Union.
ulous that we are," he said.
One professor who has accepted
Tutoring Workshop
an offer at another university
The
University Tutorial Advisalso complained of a "lack of
funding" for the library for re- ory Council and the Albuquerque
search and for the computer cen- Tutoring Council will sponsor a
ter. He said the effect of losing workshop for tutors Wednesday,
the University's research per- March 19 at 7:30p.m. The worksonnel would be to make more shop will be held in the Albuquerexpensive the task of rebuilding que Public School Central Office
Building, 724 Maple S.E.
the University later.
The workshop will include four
Some Have No Problems
sections;
Helping With Reading in
Some department heads told
Elementary
Schools, Helping with
The Lobo that no one' on their
staffs had a salary problem. Ray- reading at the Secondary Level
mond Castle, chairman of the Helping With Math, New or Old;
chemistry department, said "Our and Helping Navajo Children.
The tutoring squad needs Spansalaries are good here." He said
ish
and Indian speaking tutors
his department's biggest problem
was lack of adequate equipment. and representatives from all minAnother department chairman ority groups.
More information on the workwith no immediate worries about
shop
and tutoring program is
staff salaries, Vincent Kelly of
the geology department, said, "It's available from Ray Schowers in
a miracle how we keep secretaries room 251 of the Union (277-4406).
Adult and high school volunteers
at $300 a month."
One professor said his biggest may contact Mr. Joe Willis at
icomplaint was that sometimes 242-1056.
his students make more on their

Campus Briefs
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'

WANT ADS

• - - H e l d Over!!
Three
Friday, Yard> U.
NSA; meeting of all li<'OPie mt<restal m
being notetakera or sellers; NSA afllce in

ACADEMY AWARD
Nominations

Union; 3:30p.m..

Kiva Club meeting; Law 101; 7

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

p.m.

Brown-Farmer

"The Nc= Left;" with Frank Muqcert

and. Jim KennedY; over .KtnOol; 8:30 p.m.
Tickets go on sale for dmm:z, i!eparlmmt"s
''VolPpne:" Rodey throtre box offiee (OJ:!Elll

2:30-5:30).
''Man Allout Campm" internew with
Lmlie Hunter, PEMM; KIIIN:M; 2:40 p.m.
and 8:40 p.m.
"The New Folk" singing group per!orm:mce; 8:15 p.m.; Po~K'foy llaJI; tidcls
$1 !or students.
Safm"day, :Haroh 15
Alpha Kappa Lambda C3l' wash· Shill
stations at Centrnl and S= Pedro, 'was~>
i:ngton and Coal. S.E.; 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
'"Saturday

fe:Jtarinz Ute
Windstormcr.s. the 1'~ :md Barb=
L<;ve_rton: Union lr.illroom: 7 :3B p.m.; c.t!-

Stmday, Mru-olllG

Lecture by Jam.,. Fanncr; Jro!msl:>:> G:;m·
8 p.m.; adal!s $1.50. stl'lfl6ltl sn .,. ~
subscription to reeture serle:;.,
•
l'hi!ocophy GIOO di=:=Inn; "H= DtJ I
Know What I Knowr; wilb. &mtsh Pnldl·
Union 231 E: 7:30 p.m.
•
:Mond;Q-, Jobttb 17
Lecture, "The C<!nrum D<=ocraW: n.,..
public in the W:usaw Part and COMECON""; ProfESSOr Peter Ludz; Jednre !::all·
2:30 p.m.; .us.:-ion ..rtennml5 m ~
cation 103.

7:00 9:30

H I L·A-·N D
-PLAYBOY

\ 8UL11Ut

n...

FR~CO ZEF~1RELU

ROMEO

(~JULIET

REWARD OFFERED $20.00. Lost 1 yr.
old Collie-Shepherd cross black &: gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877-6581.
REWARD $20.00 lost brown &: white bMset mix 5 mo. old female dog. 842-1319.

3)

SERVICES

TYPING done in my he>me. AU "WC>rk
guaranteed. Close to University. 265'-4990.
WE BEAT DEAD LIONS I We also beat
dead linet!. Typing In 5 colors and 5 type
styles; pltl!! tcehnieal, French, and mathematical I!Yillbols; '!>IIIII CDC and mM
optical scanning type styles. Call 'l'nlenType: 842·8014, eVenings.
TYPING-R.,..onable-Call Mary Ann.344·8767.

4)

.

ARICHARD QUINE PROOOCl10il

1ECIIIIICOlOII" APMAIIOIIT I'ICTII£

FOR RENT

Modern accommodations with a ~e
parking lot. 243-2881.

5)

'

I

,,
I

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

4t•l ~~~'•!i I ClASSIFIED ADS GET RESUll.9

3 EVES. & SATS. Need 2 neat male
Sophs. & Juniors. $66.91 wkly. For iotervlew call 242-4414, 4 :30·5 :30.

7)

1\:o ordiJ)aa~· Jm.t.• Htory••••

S.U.B. THEATRE

'1000 BOOKS. 25 eenta up. Maps. TuesdaySunday 10·4. 3110 A Edith NE,
SELL, TRADE, 2'.4 x 3'.4 GraFlex Roll
Film back, $110.00. ZoG-9497.

6)
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tJN:M STUDENTs-PARK WITH us-

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Two motorcycle hclmets, one
large, one small. Phone Grnrtt Harvey nt
277-4102 after 5:30p.m. Alro would like
USed motoeyele trt!Ucr.

RE • SUY • SELL• ~ENT • SWcAP • I-IlRE • 13UY•. SELL• RENT• SWAP • ~JRE, SUY,
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DeLayo, chairman of the Sen- appearances before RHC were
By BILL SCHNEIDER
ate Finance Committee, then ad- due to the Senate's desire to have
Residence Hall Council (RHC)
dressed
RHC. DeLayo said that "regular liaison" with RHC.
voted Thursday night to continue
He said, "We're trying to dehe
was
"irked"
by The Lobo edithe men's dorm tutoring program
stroy
the old animosities beand to establish four $150 scho- torial of Monday, Mar. 10. This tween Greeks and dorm stud~nts.
editorial was concerned with the
larships for dorm residents.
RHC overrode a "do not pass" possibility of minority groups I can't tell whether it will be
or not.''
recommendation by its own Bud- taking over student government political
third senator to adOlmi,
the
get Committee, and voted 15-11 at UNM.
RHC,
said
the current studress
"If
I
had
been
pushing
Greeks
to continue the tutoring program.
dent government investigations
wouldn't
have
come
to
RHC,"
I
The program will cost $200. The
alleged mismanagement of
Committee noted insufficient funds DeLayo said. DeLayo also urged into
ASUNM
funds are "intended to
as the reason for its negative RHC to become more politically clean up our own shop. This is not
active.
recommendation.
DeLayo said that his regular a Joe McCarthy type thing.''
Tangible Evidence
In the discussion preceding the
vote, an RHC member said dorm
residents "see little tangible evidence of RHC money, and if the
program is dropped it would further impare RHC's image with
dorm residents.''
Another RHC member said
many of the dorm governors are
against the tutoring program. He
Development of a two-semes· board between the University and
advocated discontinuing it.
ter course on Hispanic culture at the county to replace the present
RHO also established four $150 UNM was one measure approved BCMC Board of Trustees.
scholarships to be given to dorm Saturday by the UNM Regents in
Other action taken by the Reresidents whom RHC judges to be their annual organizational meet- gents was:
actively involved in dorm work.
e Approval of an exception to
Two scholarships will go to ing.
the
policy of mandatory faculty
Modern and Classical Languages
women dorm residents and two Professor Ned Davison said the retirement at age 65 which will
scholarships to men residents. The
permit employment of law profesmoney will be used for room and course is designed to, "contribute sor Henry Weihofen for another
to the development of an awareboard.
year. Weihofen was scheduled to
The original proposal was that ness of Hispanic values and cul- retire at the end of the 1969 acaRHC establish three $200 scholar- ture in all citizens of the state demic year.
ships, but in the accompanying and to the inculcation of some of
e Approval of a contract with
discussion it was pointed out that these values into the fabric of the College of Santa Fe in
it would be impossible to equally New Mexican life.''
Davison and Professor Rueben which UNM will offer four
divide three scholarships between
courses in education, two in Enmen and women dorm residents. Cobos of the department of mod- glish, and two in history this sumern
and
classical
languages,
Curry Speaks
mer.
At the start of the RHO meet- said the courses are to be offered
The deadline for admission
ing, Ron Curry, Associated Stu- for the first time during the to the program is May 1. Regisdents vice president, and Leon- 1970-1971 academic year. The first tration is June 7. Tuition will be
semester will be Hispanic art and
ard DeLayo and Tony Olmi, both
literature
and the second semester $30 per credit hour for residents
senators, addressed the council
will be Hispanic philosophy, sci-, and $56.25 per credit hour ~or
about RH C's political activities.
non-residents.
ence, and music.
"Each year RHO endorses can• Approval of sabbatical leave
In
other
action,
the
Regents
didates and then does nothing furfor
23 UNM professors, and
ther to aid their campaign," authorized a proposal which will approval of nine faculty resignaCurry said. He said RHC must make the UNM Medical School tions.
become more political because, responsible :for the operation of
• Albuquerque attorney Ar"this whole campus is becoming the Bernalillo County Medical turo G. Ortega was re-elected to
Center (BCMC). The proposal
more political."
gives
responsibility for financial a second term as Regents presiCurry also proposed that
dent. Dl'. L. H. Wilkinson was
Greeks and dorm residents co- control of BCMC to the county.
named vice pt•esident and Mrs.
The
Regents
also
approved
the
operate in campus politics in the
establishment of a liason advisory Frank Mapel, secretary.
future.
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U To Initiate Course
On l-lispanic Culture

P.\R\\IOl 'TI'It:"fl llli."L'".."~

LOST & FOUND

"

Four $ISO Scholarships

SEYEII ARTS/lilY STlRI11 ASSDC~~W~mH
PAI!lMOUHT PICTU~ES msoos

FEMALE ROOMATE nceded-UNM sto..
dent. 131 Harvard SE, Apt. 3. at home
5:30·7 p.m.
WOULD . THE PERSON -who nubmitted
!'n etching to the Thunderbird pJea.e get
m touch with' the Thunderbird editor
os soon a. possible. This is urgent. Rm.
158, Journalism Bldg.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Clooc to campti!!.
Graduate student preferred. Call 842-1918.

.

RHC Sets Up Awards;
Will Continue Tutoring

TONIGHT

~

PERSONALS

.L
_·_- - ·

Vol. 72

THIRD GREAT WEEK

l,

·:·.,?J
.

MEXIC

nus:non $1.
Dance SI>OIL"<lred by Youth Afu:tlr~
Assoein~on for R<!brded Chil'drm: l!:i::fs
HooterYJUe Tro~cy nnd V e:tf:Ie Je;:m::ey;
Ncmnnn Ca>te; 8-11 p.m.; 51.

States only when he proudly
identifies with his origins," Farmer said. "He then can begin to
lose the hyphen, as the Irish did,
but he can't pass it by."
Farmer, who will be in~ugurat
ed as new assistant secretary
April 1, said he feels the only
way to close the economic gap is
to form cooperatives in disadvantaged communities. "Thus the
black community will not only be
able to hold jobs, but they can
create them as well," he said.
In a news conference at w·estern Skies earlier in the evening,
Farmer said his goal in HEW
will be to impro\'e the delivery
systems of the agency. "Health in
the ghettos is terrible, the health
systems are not functioning," he
said.
Farmer said he will stress educ'ation, but he feels that the ineffective welfare systems must
also be changed. He explained
that welfare recipients are not
able to get the jobs they need,
and thus become even more dependent upon the government.

l

Happening;"•

recapitulation of 'West Side Story'played with pure 1968 passion!"

Father's Day )
is not
the propertime.

(

James Farmer, shown with
Black Student Union member
Barbara Brown, last night stressed the need for more black identity.

grams.
"The average black man in a
ghetto does not want love, he
wants respect, and he can only
gain respect by having the same
power that other groups have,"
said Farmer, "One must. have
equal power in order to be respected and dealt with as an equal."
Farmer said that "it is not necessary to love someone in order to
deal with him as an equal."
Farmer compared the ghetto
riots of the blacks with the Irish
rebellion in the United States in
the 1930's. "The U.S. is not and
will not be a -melting pot," Farmer said, "but the black man is
trying to avoid the hyphenated
stage.''
He said Italian-Americans recognize their dual position in our
culture, as do the Polish-Americans, Irish-Americans, and other
groups. But the blacks, he feels,
are just beginning to realize their
Afro-American heritage.
"The black man can be a part
of the total unity of different cultures that exists in the United

NEW

kill your husband
on Father's Day-

RATES: 'Te per word, 20 word mintmum ($1.40) per time ran. If ad Is to
run five or more consecutive ~ with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mtl!!t be made in
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: J'oarnallom Building. Room
159, aftornoarts preferably or maiL
Clii!Sifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albnqtterque, N.M. 87106
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Mache Museum

Imaginative pa.per ma:clie figures ereated by art education 1>tudents
are on display in the Edueation Complex. Pictured left to right are: a
rooster, a drummer, Fidel Castro, a mosaic turtle, and Batman.

"BEAUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem of youth, love and violence ... a Renaissance

llever

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Lobo Photo by John Ca!Hnsm

By ART THOMAS
The new pride and identity
sweeping the black communities
is changing the image of the Negro in the United States, said
James Farmer, future assistant
secretary for Health, Education
and :Welfare (HEW).
Speaking last night in Johnson Gym, Farmer said America
still fosters the "magnolia-myth
image" of Negroes in most preschool books, and this conditions
black children to self-rejection.
Farmer feels the "magnolia
image" is contrary to the new
image being acquired when blacks
see respect resulting when the
power to influence a culture
change is given the black man.
"Racism can be checkmated
only by impowering the powerless," Farmer said. "We must
wield the levers of social change
to minimize the capacity of :racism to influence culture."
The levers, he said, are economic and political programs
handled by blacks, combined with
black-controlled Headsta:rt pro-
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Lobo Photo by Bob Lagel

Economics 200

The scene: Professor A. Parker's
economics 200 class. Why is thitt
coed sleeping? Is th0 lecture bor·
ing, or is she resting up for th~
midterm some three weeks away?

Senate Receives BSU Bill
Wit:h No Recommendation
Steering Committee members
last week sent the Black Student
Union (BSU) resolution which
calls for severing UNM's WAC
relations with Brigham Young
University, back to Student Senate without recommendation.
Reasons for the action, committee members said, were the inavailability of the printed resolution, and lack of representation
from BSU and a Mormon student organization.
Further consideration of the
resolution will be made by the
Steering Committee at a meeting
Tuesday, March 18,
Passage will also be recommended to Senate on a resolution
that would enable Student Stand-

ards to handle charges initiated
by any member of the University
community, including students.
Further action by Steering
Committee included tabling a resolution that endorses a lottery
system rather than the present
draft procedure of the Selective
Service.
A bill allocating $375 to the
student-faculty association for a
conference at the D. H. Lawrence
Ranch received a "do not pass"
recommendation from the Steering Committee.
The committee gave a "do pass"
recommendation to a bill concerning donation of a piece of contemporary art to the UNM art
museum.

